Note to educators
As educators, it is imperative to give our students the most well-rounded, thorough educational experience that we
possibly can. This opportunity to encounter the arts firsthand will give you another classroom tool to do just that.
In addition to igniting a passion for theatre in the hearts of your students, our hope is that it can be an educational
experience as well. This Educator’s Guide is designed to incorporate state standards into your everyday lesson plans to
encourage your students to take a look into the deeper meaning of this important play. Please use this guide as a tool to
expand their knowledge of your school’s curriculum beyond this Community School of the Arts production.
The 2015-16 CSA School Performance series has been made possible by donations from:
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WHAT IS ARTS INTEGRATION?

A definition and checklist from The Kennedy Center’s Changing Education Through the Arts program.
Arts integration is an approach to teaching in which students construct and demonstrate understanding through an
art form. Students engage in a creative process which connects an art form and another subject area and meets evolving
objectives in both. Some educators confuse any effort to include the arts in their classroom with arts integration. While
all types of arts-based instruction are encouraged, it is helpful for educators to know when they are engaged in arts
integration. To achieve this awareness, an Arts Integration Checklist is provided. Educators answering “yes” to the items in
the Checklist can be assured that their approach to teaching is indeed integrated.

Approach to Teaching
• Are learning principles of Constructivism (actively built, experiential, evolving, collaborative, problem-solving, and
reflective) evident in my lesson?

Understanding
• Are the students engaged in constructing and demonstrating understanding as opposed to just memorizing and reciting
knowledge?

Art Form
• Are the students constructing and demonstrating their understandings through an art form?

Creative Process
• Are the students engaged in a process of creating something original as opposed to copying or parroting?
• Will the students revise their products?

Connects
• Does the art form connect to another part of the curriculum or a concern/need?
• Is the connection mutually reinforcing?

Evolving Objectives
• Are there objectives in both the art form and another part of the curriculum or a concern/need?
• Have the objectives evolved since the last time the students engaged with this subject matter?
For more thoughts about this subject and a wealth of
useful information (including lesson plans) go to:
http://artsedge.kennedy-center.org/educators.aspx
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Incorporating Learning Styles
Visual/Spatial - Students will be engaged by the on stage actors, set, and
props used to convey the message of the show.
Verbal/Linguistic - Students will be able to focus on the language of the
show and will be able to communicate the message of the show to peers and
teachers following the performance.
Logical/Mathematical - Students will use reasoning skills to predict and
analyze actions that take place during the show.
Bodily/Kinesthetic - Students will be able to perform their own
interpretations of adaptations of the show in class to their audience of
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Main Characters
erik kosek
8 years old, idolizes miroslav.

martin lowy
10 years old, the new kid. he
comes from a wealthy prague
family. he doesn’t fit in on
many levels. He loves to draw.

Pavel hoffman
14 years old. plays the
recorder. Loves music.

Jana hellerova

eva hellerova

Pronounced “Yah-nah”. 6
years old, always carries her
doll “anna,” She doesn’t know
this isn’t a normal childhood.

Alena lederova

14 years old, jana’s sister.
she has been forced to
become mother to jana. she
often wishes she could stop
being an “adult” and resume
her own childhood.

11 years old, she has a very
dark side.

Gabriela Winterova

miroslav weiss

12 years old, plays the violin,
loves music.

15 years old, charismatic a
natural lead and a budding
socialist.
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About the playwright: michael slade
Michael Slade is a playwright, television writer and award-winning children’s novelist. His plays
and musicals have been produced in New York City at MCC, EST, the Lark, the Lambs, the Promenade,
and the York Theatre among others, as well as in Los Angeles, various regional theatres, and at
the Edinburgh Festival, Scotland. And a Child Shall Lead (Playscripts) is regularly performed in
regional, community and school theatres in the United States and around the world. Thanksgiving
was originally presented in NYC by MCC. The Roundabout Theatre Company in NYC produced a reading
of his new play, Under a Red Moon, starring Kate Burton and Billy Crudup. Under a Red Moon premiered
at The Human Race Theatre, Dayton, Ohio, in October, 2012 in a co-production with the Carnegie Center,
Covington, Kentucky. The Human Race Theatre previously commissioned Change (Playscripts), which
they produced in September, 2011. His musicals include And the Curtain Rises (music by Joseph Thalken,
lyrics by Mark Campbell), which premiered at the Signature Theatre, Arlington, Virginia, March, 2011,
directed by Kristin Hanggi, and Bye, Bye Big Guy (music by David Evans, lyrics by Faye Greenberg) which
premiered at the Lucille Lortel Theatre, NYC as part of the 2007 NYC International Fringe Festival.
Mr. Slade has written extensively for family audiences. His musicals: Hansel and Gretel (directed
by Michael Mayer); The Great Brain; Goldilocks and the Three Bears; Where’s Waldo? (starring
Daphne Rubin Vega); The Swiss Family Robinson; The Three Pigs; Peter Rabbit; Lyle, Lyle Crocodile,
and Superfudge (starring Jesse Tyler Ferguson and Barrett Foa), all produced by Theatreworks/
USA; each opened in New York City and then toured the country. He also wrote the book to Pokemon
Live! (starring Andrew Rannells) which opened at Radio City Music Hall prior to embarking on
national and international tours. His first children’s novel, The Horses of Central Park (Scholastic
Hardcover/Apple Paperback), won the 1993 ISAR Award.
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Plot summary
Summary of play
This is the heroic and true story of children coming
of age in Terezin, the “Jewish city” established by
the Nazis near Prague as a way station before the
death camps. In the face of unspeakable horror,
these children use their determination and
creativity to build lives filled with hope and beauty
-- playing, studying, making art, and writing an
underground newspaper -- all at the peril of being
executed. Their actual poems and stories are woven
into a fast-paced drama, evoking the universality
of children caught in the insanity of war.

Things to think of before the play
Discuss how the play you are going to see is based upon poems and drawings from children
living in the ghetto of Terezin during the Holocaust. Have your class read Pavel Friedman’s
poem ‘The Butterfly’. Have your students reflect upon the poem in a short free response
writing assignment. How do Pavel’s words make you feel? What are you expecting from a show
Insipired by poems and similar to this poem? Have you or someone you know ever experienced
intolerance (due to race, religion, gender, sexual orientation, appearance, etc?). Encourage
your students to share their responses with their peers.
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Terezin

Terezin is located 65 kilometers from Prague. It was built as an Austro-Hungarian garrison town meant for
6,000 people.
Between 1941 and 1945, almost 140,000 Jews were prisoners in Terezin. 33,430 of them died there.
Approximately 88,000 of the Jews who passed through Terezin were sent to the death camps in the east,
most of them to Auschwitz. Only 3,000 of them survived.
Approximately 10,500 children 15 years and younger were among the Jews imprisoned in Terezin. According
to Nazi records, 400 of them died there.
More than 7,500 children were sent from Terezin on transports to the east. Only 245 of these children were
alive at the end of the war.
When Terezin was liberated by the Russians in May 1945, there were 1,633 children under 15 years old in the
camp, more than half of them having just arrived on “evacuation transports” from the death camps being
liquidated by the retreating Nazis.
Some of the adults and children who were alive at liberation died of disease and the effects of
malnourishment within the first weeks and months after the war.
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Holocaust facts
What was the Holocaust?
The Holocaust was the systematic and bureaucratic annihilation of six million Jews as well as other "undesirables" by
the Nazi regime and their collaborators as a central act of state during World War II. The Holocaust took place in Europe
from January 30, 1933, when Hitler became Chancellor of Germany, to May 8, 1945 when the war ended in Europe.
The European Jews were the primary victims of the Holocaust—up to two out of every three Jews in Europe were killed.
Jews, however, were certainly not the only group singled out for persecution by Hitler’s regime. As many as one-half
million Gypsies, at least 250,000 mentally or physically disabled persons, and more than three million Soviet prisoners-ofwar also fell victim to Nazi genocide. Jehovah’s Witnesses, homosexuals, Social Democrats, Communists, partisans, Polish
intelligentsia and other "undesirables" were also victims of the hate and aggression carried out by the Nazis.

How many people were murdered in the Holocaust?
While it is impossible to ascertain the exact number of victims, statistics indicate that the total number of Jews murdered
was over 5,830,000. Six million Jewish victims is the round figure accepted by most authorities. There were many millions
of additional victims, including Communists, trade unionists, Socialists, Roma and Sinti (Gypsies), Jehova's Witnesses, Soviet
citizens, Soviet prisoners of war, and homosexuals.

Who were the Nazis?
"Nazi" is a term used for members of the National Socialist German Workers Party (NSDAP). This right-wing political party
was formed primarily by unemployed German veterans of World War I in 1919, just after the end of the war and Germany’s
defeat. In 1921 Adolph Hitler became the head of the party, and the Nazis slowly became a powerful political force under his
leadership. The Nazi Party ideology was largely based on nationalism and racism. They promoted Germany as superior to
all other nations and promised to restore it to greatness, while championing a scientific "theory" of racism, in which the
"Aryan" (German) people were racially superior to all others, especially the "mongrel" race of the Jews.

How did the situation change in Germany once the Nazis came to power?
In 1933 the Nazi Party descended upon the German government. Hitler quickly squelched democracy and severely restricted
basic civil rights, such as freedom of speech, the press, and assembly. In a series of both quasi-legal and illegal measures,
the Nazi party became the German government. The SS took over the police force and began to rule in a militaristic police
state, dealing with all opposition by either taking them away to concentration camps or killing them. The Gestapo, or
Secret Police, spied on those citizens thought to be suspicious and reported them to the government. Often citizens were
persecuted simply because they were Communists, Socialists, or Jews. In addition, many laws established that all sport,
recreation, and social clubs must be "Nazified." Within a short time the Nazis invaded all aspects of German life and created
an atmosphere of terror, suspicion, and distrust.

What is a Jew?
The Jews are a diverse religious and cultural group whose origins are described in the Bible. The term Jewish is not a race
in any sense of the word, since there are no physical characteristics that can be defined as "Jewish." Anyone may become a
Jew through study and steps leading to religious conversion.
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Who did the Nazis define as Jews?
Immediately following the Nuremberg Laws in 1935, the Nazis issued the official definition of a Jew. According to German
law, anyone with three Jewish grandparents was a Jew. In addition, anyone married to a Jewish person or who had one Jewish parent was also considered a Jew in the eyes of the law.
Those not classified as Jews under German law, but had some “Jewish blood,” were categorized as Mischlinge, or hybrids.
Those with two Jewish grandparents were to be known as Mischlinge of the first degree, while those with one Jewish
grandparent were of the second degree. In short, Judaism for the Nazis was something racial, something someone was born
into and about which they could do nothing.

What was a death camp and where were they?
A death camp, or extermination camp, was a concentration camp with special apparatus especially designed for mass
murder, like gas chambers. Six such camps existed: Auschwitz-Birkenau, Belzec, Chelmno, Majdanek, Sobibor, and Treblinka.
All were located in Poland.

What does the term “Final Solution” mean and what is its origin?
The term Final Solution (Endlosung) refers to the Germans’ plan to physically liquidate all Jews in Europe. The term was
used at the Wannsee Conference (held in Berlin suburb on January 20, 1942) where German officials discussed its implementation.

When was the first concentration camp established and who was imprisoned there?
The first concentration camp established was Dachau, which was opened on March 20, 1933. The camp’s first inmates were
primarily political prisoners (most of whom were either Communists or Social Democrats), habitual criminals, homosexuals, Jehovah’s Witnesses, and anti-socials (beggars and vagrants). The camp also housed those considered problematic by
the Nazis such as Jewish writers and journalists, lawyers, unpopular industrialists and officials.

Who did the Nazis consider enemies of the state?
The following were considered enemies of the Third Reich, and, therefore, were persecuted by Nazi authorities: Jews, Communists, Social Democrats, other opposing politicians, opponents of Nazism, Jehovah’s Witnesses, homosexuals, habitual
criminals, anti-socials, the mentally ill, and anyone considered a threat to the Nazis.

Why were the Jews singled out for extermination?
The explanation of the Nazis’ implacable hatred for the Jews rests in their distorted world view that saw history as a
racial struggle. They considered the Jews a race whose goal was world domination and, therefore, was an obstruction to
Aryan dominance. They believed this struggle would resolve itself with the Aryans in control. Moreover, in their eyes, the
Jews’ racial origin made them habitual criminals who could never be rehabilitated and were hopelessly corrupt and inferior. There is no doubt that other factors contributed to the Nazis’ hatred of the Jews and their distorted image of Jewish
people. Among them were the centuries-old tradition of Christian anti-Semitism, which propagated a negative stereotype of
the Jew as a Christ-killer, agent of the devil, and practitioner of witchcraft. Anti-Semitism was still accepted in the latter
half of the nineteenth and early part of the twentieth century. This attitude singled out the Jew as a threat to the “master”
race. These factors combined to point to the Jew as a target for persecution by the Nazis.
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Terminology
Allies: The nations – the United States, Britain, France, and the Soviet

During World War II, the Nazis created Jewish ghettos throughout Europe to
facilitate the separation and deportation of Jews to the camps.

Union - that joined together in the war against Germany and its partners – Italy,
Japan, Bulgaria, Hungary, Romania, and Slovakia – known as the Axis.

Hebrew:

The ancient language of the Jewish people, used for prayer and
study. It is now the official language of the State of Israel.

Anti-Semitism: Hatred of Jews; the term “anti-Semitism” was

Hitler, Adolf:

popularized in 1879 by the German journalist Wilhelm Marr.

(1889-1945) Nazi party leader and German chancellor,
who placed anti-Semitism at the center of Nazi politics. He committed suicide in
his Berlin underground bunker, as Allied troops were approaching the city.

Aryan: The Nazis applied the term to themselves as descendents of an

ancient Indo-European people, claiming their “Aryan race” superior to all other
racial groups. For the Nazis, the typical “Aryan” was blond, blue-eyed, and tall.

Holocaust: A word of Greek origin meaning complete destruction,

Auschwitz-Birkenau: The largest of the Nazi extermination

especially by fire. It is used to describe the murder of European Jewry. The
Hebrew word for Holocaust is Shoah, meaning catastrophe, destruction, or
disaster.

camps in Poland, in which at least 1.1 million Jews were killed, mostly through
gassing. Thousands of Roma and Sinti (Gypsies), Poles, Soviet prisoners,
homosexuals, Jehovah’s Witnesses were also gassed at the camp.

Liberators: Soldiers and staff of the Allied Armed Forces who reached

Concentration Camp: A facility in which political prisoners,

the various concentration camps toward the end of World War II in 1945. They
cared for the prisoners until they could return home or went to Displaced
Persons camps.

prisoners of war, or other perceived enemies are confined. The first
concentration camp set up by the Nazis was Dachau in 1933. By the end of World
War II there were thousands of camps. While these camps were not engaged in
extermination, many prisoners were killed or died of starvation or disease.

Nazi:

A member of the National Socialist German Workers’ Party that took
political control of Germany under Adolf Hitler in 1933.

Death Marches:

Nuremberg Laws: Two laws issued in 1935 to exclude from German

Forced marches of concentration camp prisoners
towards Germany. Death marches occurred toward the end of the war, as
camps were evacuated ahead of the advancing Allied troops.

life people whom the Nazis considered alien. The first law removed German
citizenship from “nonAryans”, and the second law prohibited them from
marrying Germans. The term “non-Aryan” was applied to Jews and all nonGermanic peoples, including Roma and Sinti (Gypsies), and African-Germans.

Deportation: Removing people from their homes. Jews were

transferred to ghettos or camps, usually in train cattle cars without
windows, food, water, or toilets. Many people died during deportation.

Propaganda: Materials created and disseminated to influence public

Displaced Person Camp: A camp set up after World War

opinion or to spread false information.

Rabbi: A Jewish religious leader trained in Jewish law. The term comes from

II for survivors from concentration camps and others whosehomes were
destroyed. Thousands of people remained in camps for several years until they
could immigrate to the new State of Israel, the United States, or other Western
countries.

the Hebrew word for “my teacher.”

Roma and Sinti:

A nomadic ethnic group that originated in India
and has lived in Western Europe since the 15th century. They are referred to as
“Gypsies”, a name given to them by Europeans, who mistakenly believed they came
from Egypt.

“Final Solution of the Jewish Question”: The

Nazi code name for their plan to eliminate all European Jews. The plan was
coordinated in January 1942, at a Nazi conference near Lake Wannsee outside of
Berlin.

Shabbat: The Jewish Sabbath, which begins on Friday evening and ends on
Saturday night. It is a day of spiritual rest and reflection.

Gas Chambers: Specially constructed bath houses in the six Nazi

SS: Specially chosen Nazi troops, assigned to the brutal tasks of

extermination camps in Poland. Victims were crowded into the rooms and died
from deadly Zyklon B gas streaming out of the shower heads.

implementing the “Final Solution.” The term stands for the German
“Schutzstaffel,” which means “protection unit.”

Genocide:

A word first used in 1944 to describe an official governmental
policy of killing an entire people.

Theresienstadt: A ghetto established in 1941 in the Czech town of

Terezin. The Nazis planned it as a model settlement, to create propaganda for the
world about how well they treated the Jews. Many wellknown Jews were sent
to Theresienstadt, including artists and writers, Despite the horrible living
conditions and the constant fear of deportation, inmates struggled to maintain
an active cultural life. Most of the ghetto’s prisoners were eventually deported
to Auschwitz.

Gestapo: Short for the German Geheime Staatspolizei (secret state

police). This police force was known for its brutal methods and became the
main instrument of Hitler’s anti-Jewish policies.

Ghetto: The term probably originates from a 1516 walled-in area in Venice,

Italy (Geto Nuovo), where Jews were forced to live. Eventually the term was used
for all closed in quarters where Jews lived separately from other populations.
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Abbreviated Time line of the Holocaust
(1933-1945)
1933
Jan. 30		
Feb. 27 		
March 20 		
March 23 		
April 1 		
			

April 7 		
April 26 		
May 10 		

Adolf Hitler appointed chancellor of Germany
Reichstag fire; Nazis unleash terror to ensure election results
First concentration camp - Dachau - established
Enabling Act - suspending civil liberties - passed by Nazi-dominated Reichstag
Boycott of Jewish shops and businesses; Jewish professionals barred from entering their
offices and places of employment
First anti-Jewish decree, the “Law for the Reestablishment of the Civil Service”
Gestapo established

Public burnings of books authored by Jews, those of Jewish origin, and opponents
			of Nazism

Spring/Summer

Universities and the arts “cleansed” of Jewish influence; Jewish professors expelled; Jewish
writers and artists prohibited from practicing their professions

Spring/Summer

Jewish organizations in America and Western Europe protest Nazi persecution of the
Jews; a few call for boycott of Nazi Germany

			
			

1934
June 30

		
“Night of the Long Knives;” Nazis purge leadership of storm troopers (SA) and
			opponents of Nazism

Aug. 2

		
Hitler named president and commander-in-chief of the armed forces following death of
			von Hindenburg

1935
May 25 		
Sept. 15 		

			

Germany renews conscription, in violation of the Treaty of Versailles
“Nuremberg Laws,” anti-Jewish racial laws, enacted. Jews could no longer be German
citizens, marry Aryans, fly the German flag or hire German maids under the age of 45

Nov. 14

		
Germany defines Jews as anyone with three Jewish grandparents or someone with two
			
Jewish grandparents who has identified himself/herself as a Jew in one of the following
			ways:
				
(a) belongs to the official Jewish community
				
(b) is married to a Jew
				
(c) is a child of a Jewish parent
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1936
March 7

		
Germans march into the Rhineland, which had been demilitarized according to Treaty of 		
			Versailles

Summer

		

1938
March 13

Berlin Olympics held

		
			

Anschluss, annexation of Austria by Germany; all German antisemitic decrees
immediately applied in Austria

April 26 		
Aug. 17 		

Jews in Reich must register all property with authorities

			
			

Decrees revoke all name changes by Jews and force those Jews who did not have names
recognized as Jewish by German authorities to add “Israel” (for males) and “Sarah” (for 		
females) as middle names

Sept. 29-30
At Munich Conference, England and France agree to turn over Sudetenland (part of 		
			Czechoslovakia) to Germany
Oct. 5 			
			

Following request by the Swiss authorities, Germans order all Jews’ passports marked with
a large red “J” to prevent Jews from smuggling themselves into Switzerland

Nov. 12 		
Nov. 15 		

Decree forcing all Jews to transfer retail businesses to Aryan hands

1939
Jan. 30

Numerus Nullus decree expels all Jewish pupils from German schools

		
			

Hitler threatens in Reichstag speech that, if war erupts, it will mean the Vernichtung (ex		
termination) of European Jews

March 15 		
Aug. 23 		
Sept. 1 		
Sept. 17 		
Sept. 27 		
Nov. 28 		

Nazis occupy part of Czechoslovakia (Bohemia and Moravia)

1940
April 9 		
April 27 		
May 7 			
May 10 		
June 22 		
Aug. 8 		

Molotov-Ribbentrop Pack signed; nonaggression pact between Russia and Germany
Beginning of World War II; Germany invades Poland
Russia invades Eastern Poland
Jews in German-occupied Poland forced to wear distinguishing badge
First ghetto in Poland established in Piotrków

Germans occupy Denmark and southern Norway
Himmler issues directive to establish a concentration camp at Auschwitz
Lodz ghetto closed off; approximately 165,000 inhabitants in 1.6 square miles
Germany invades Holland, Belgium and France
France surrenders to Nazi Germany
Battle of Britain begin
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Sept. 27 		
Nov. 15 		
1941
Jan. 21-26 		
March 		
April 			
June 			
June 22 		
End of June 		

			

July 31 		
Sept. 1 		
Sept. 3 		
Sept. 28-29 		
Oct. 			

			

Dec. 7 		
Dec. 8 		
			

1942
Jan. 20 		
Jan. 			
March 1 		

Rome-Berlin-Tokyo Axis forms
Warsaw Ghetto sealed off; approximately 500,000 inhabitants

Anti-Jewish riots in Romania by Iron Guard; hundreds of Jews butchered
Adolf Eichmann appointed head of Gestapo section for Jewish affairs
Germany occupies Greece and Yugoslavia
Vichy government deprives Jews of French North Africa of their rights as citizens
Germany invades the Soviet Union
Einsatzgruppen (special mobile killing units) carry out mass murder of Jews in areas of 		
Soviet Union occupied by German army with the assistance of local police
Heydrich appointed by Goering as responsible for implementation of Final Solution
Jews in Third Reich obligated to wear yellow Star of David as distinguishing mark
First gassing with Zyklon B performed on 600 Soviet prisoners of war at Auschwitz
Massacre of 34,000 Jews at Babi Yar, a ravine outside Kiev
Establishment of Auschwitz-Birkenau camp; site of mass extermination of Jews, Gypsies, 		
Poles, Russians and others
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor
Chelmno extermination camp begins operation; 340,000 Jews, 20,000 Poles and Czechs 		
murdered there by April 1943

Wannsee Conference; Heydrich reveals official, systematic plan to murder all Jews
Jewish underground organizations established in Vilna Ghetto and Kovno Ghetto

Extermination by gas begins at Sobibor extermination camp; by October 1943, 250,000 		
			murdered

Later March
June 1 		
June 			
July 28 		
Summer 		

Deportations to Auschwitz-Birkenau extermination camp begin

Nov. 			
Winter 		

Allied forces land in North Africa

Treblinka extermination camp begins operation; by August 1943, 700,000 Jews murdered
Jewish Partisan unit established in forests of Byelorussia
Jewish fighting organization (ZOB) established in Warsaw Ghetto

Deportation of Jews to extermination camps from Holland, Poland, France, Belgium and 		
			
Croatia; armed resistance by Jews in ghettos of Kletzk, Wieswiez, Mir, Lackwa, Krements 		
			and Tuchin

			

Deportation of Jews from Norway, Germany and Greece to extermination camps; Jewish 		
partisan movement organize in forests near Lublin
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1943
Feb. 2 			
March 		
April 19 		

			

June 			
Summer 		
Aug. 			
Fall 			
Oct. 14 		
1944
March 19 		
May 15 		
June 6 		
Spring/Summer
July 20 		
July 24 		
Summer 		

German advance in Russia stopped at Stalingrad
Liquidation of Krakow Ghetto
Warsaw Ghetto revolt begins as Germans attempt to liquidate 70,000 ghetto inhabitants; 		
Jewish underground fights Nazis until early June
Himmler orders the liquidation of all the ghettos in Poland and the Soviet Union
Armed resistance by Jews in Czestochowa, Lvov, Bedzin, Bialystok and Tarnow ghettos
Armed revolt in Treblinka extermination camp
Liquidation of large ghettos: Minsk, Vilna and Riga
Armed revolt in Sobibor extermination camp

Germany occupies Hungary
Nazis begin deporting Hungarian Jews; by June 27, 38,000 sent to Auschwitz
Allied invasion of Normandy (D-Day)
Soviet Army repels Nazi forces
Group of German officers attempts to assassinate Hitler
Russians liberate Majdanek extermination camp

Liquidation of ghettos in Kovno (Kaunas), Shavil (Siauliai) and Lodz; inmates sent to 		
			extermination camps

Oct. 7 			
Oct. 31 		
Nov. 2 		
Nov. 8 		
Nov. 			
1945
Jan. 17 		
Jan. 25 		
April 3-4 		
April 			
April 30 		
May 8 		

Revolt by inmates in Auschwitz results in one crematorium being blown up
Remnants of Slovakian Jews deported to Auschwitz
Gassing ceases at Auschwitz
Beginning of death march for approximately 40,000 Jews from Budapest to Austria
Last Jews deported from Theresienstadt to Auschwitz

Evacuation of Auschwitz; beginning of death march for 66,000 camp inmates
Beginning of death march for 50,000 inmates of Stutthof
Beginning of death march for 30,000 inmates of Buchenwald
Soviet Army enters Germany from East; Allies enter from West
Hitler commits suicide
Germany surrenders; ending the Third Reich
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The Butterfly
The last, the very last,
So richly, brightly, dazzlingly yellow.
Perhaps if the sun's tears would sing
against a white stone. . . .
Such, such a yellow
Is carried lightly 'way up high.
It went away I'm sure because it wished to
kiss the world good-bye.
For seven weeks I've lived in here,
Penned up inside this ghetto.
But I have found what I love here.
The dandelions call to me
And the white chestnut branches in the court.
Only I never saw another butterfly.
That butterfly was the last one.
Butterflies don't live in here,
in the ghetto.

The text of The Butterfly was discovered at Theresienstadt after the concentration camp was liberated.
It has been included in collections of children’s literature from the Holocaust era, most notably
the anthology I Never Saw Another Butterfly, first published by Hana Volavková and Jiří Weil in 1959,
although Friedman was 21 years old when the poem was composed. The poem also inspired the Butterfly
Project of the Holocaust Museum Houston, an exhibition where 1.5 million paper butterflies were created
to symbolize the same number of children that perished in the Holocaust.
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The Butterfly Project
Rationale/Purpose for the Lesson
More than 12,000 children under the age of 15 passed through the Terezin Concentration Camp (also known by its
German name of Theresienstadt) between the years 1942 and 1944. Of these, more than 90 percent perished during
the Holocaust. During the completion of this project, students will learn about the experience of young children
during the Holocaust through a study of the poems and pictures drawn by those imprisoned in Theresienstadt.
They will create handmade butterflies to represent the children who were imprisoned. These butterflies are
displayed in the classroom.
This set of activities should demonstrate to students that very few children survived in Terezin. By the end of
the lesson, the butterflies that have been hung in the classroom with such beauty and hope are cut down for no
significant reason. The butterflies that survived the cutting are usually not the most beautiful, biggest nor the
brightest. Just like the children of Terezin, death of the children was random. The most beautiful did not necessarily live, nor did the biggest.
Make sure your students understand that many dreams died with the children of Terezin, dreams just like their
own. Point out that one of the children (butterfly) could have been a LeBron James or Miley Cyrus. One could have
been the person that cured AIDS.
This lesson plan was originally conceived by Mary Kay Porter, an advanced placement English Teacher; Cyndy Elliot, a speech and drama teacher; and Susan Myers, executive director of Holocaust Museum Houston. It was edited
by the Museum’s Education Department staff in April 2009 and July 2012.

Materials/Teaching Resources Needed
“I Never Saw Another Butterfly: Children’s Drawings and Poems from Terezin Concentration Camp 1942–1944,”
edited by Hana Volavkova. Copies of this book can be found in the Holocaust Museum Houston curriculum trunks
that are available for shipping to the 48 contiguous states.
Class set of copies of the poem “I Never Saw Another Butterfly” by Pavel Friedman.
Materials to make butterflies: sheets of colorful paper, glue, scissors and string. Any decorative items will do,
with the exception of glitter and food products.
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Activities
Hand out copies of the poem “The Butterfly” to your students. Read the poem aloud as a class. Discuss the following questions:
Who do you think wrote this poem?
What experiences do you think generated this poem?
To what is the poem referring?
How does this poem make you feel
Introduce the book “I Never Saw Another Butterfly” by discussing with students the information found in the
“Epilogue” of the book (pp. 101-103). For a shortened assignment, let them read the back cover of the book. Discuss
with students their feelings and thoughts about what has been read.
Assign a poem to each student to read from “I Never Saw Another Butterfly.“ After several silent readings, ask
students to see if they can find any examples of hopes, dreams and/or fears in their child’s poem. After the students have read the poems and feel comfortable with it, each student should discuss his or her poem with another
classmate.
Assign students the task of preparing an oral interpretative reading of their poems.
Give the students many sheets of colorful paper, glue, scissors and string. (Any decorative items will do, with the
exception of glitter). Have the students create a butterfly that is a representative of the author of their poem.
Students should write the name of their child on the butterfly if the child’s name is available.
It is important to let each child be creative and encourage them to make whatever butterfly they feel comfortable
making. Students should be prepared to explain their choice of enhancement of each of their butterflies.
Then, have the students hang their butterflies from the ceiling with string. (You may use a hole punch to make a
place to attach the string to the butterfly.) Every student’s butterfly should be displayed.
By the end of the class period you will have many bright and beautiful butterflies hanging from the ceiling, each
representing a child of Theresienstadt.
Students will become attached to their butterflies, and it won’t be unusual for them to bring others into the
classroom to see the butterflies.
After they are comfortable with having the butterflies hanging, which could be several minutes to several days,
have students give their oral interpretative reading of their child’s poem. Have the student come to the front of
the class, read his or her poem aloud and explain the enhancements chosen for the butterfly.
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Activities continued
After the students’ oral interpretative readings, the teacher should turn to page 96 of the book. This part of the
book tells the fate of each child. After the child completes the reading, tell the class the destiny of each child. If
the child dies (out of the more than 12,000, 90 percent perished) have the student walk up and cut down their butterfly.
Children will be shocked and disappointed when they learn the fate of their butterfly. Few butterflies will remain
hanging from your ceiling by the end of the class period.

"Children were neither just the mute and
traumatized witnesses to this war, nor merely
its innocent victims; the war invaded their
imaginations, and the war raged inside them."
— Nicholas Stargardt, "Witnesses of War:
Children's Lives Under the Nazis"
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Putting It Together

the collaboration of Theatre
Putting on a show is a little like building a big machine – hundreds of small parts must be put together
piece by piece to bring a story to life on stage. Most of the work must be completed long before opening
night. Mounting a musical at The Community School of the Arts requires many different people to work
together. At The Community School of the Arts, the artistic director and the Theatre compANY directors
choose the scripts that they think
will make the best season. The
artistic director then assigns a
director, choreographer and a team
of designers for each show.
these specialized artists have
specific jobs to do.
The director is the leader. He/she
makes most of the decisions about
the play and often spends months
before rehearsals begin meeting
with designers and thinking about
his or her vision for the show.
The music director is in charge of
the singing and instrumental music.
Some musicals may require a small
accompaniment of piano and drums,
while others involve an entire orchestra. The choreographer creates all the movement and dancing.
These three artists will work very closely to make sure the acting, singing and dancing all come together
effectively. Meanwhile, the set designer, costume designer, lighting designer and sound designer are reading
the script and talking with the director about how the musical will look and sound. These designers have
assistants and crews to help them build, paint, sew and set up all of the show’s material and technological
elements. While the director and other compANY directors hold auditions to find the right actors for the
part, the marketing and public relations department of CSA are busy creating posters and other marketing
materials to get the word out about the show and to help the box office sell tickets. The administrative
staff helps each of these departments. The actors may go through three or four auditions before finally
being chosen to be in the cast. Once selected, each cast member must learn his/her lines, songs and dances.
Actors in the csa theatre company have only one week of rehearsals on stage before the show opens, and
one to three rehearsals on stage with the orchestra. In this short amount of time, they must get used to
their costumes, make-up and props. Hundreds of hours and thousands of dollars later, the ushers have
seated the audience, the lights have dimmed, and the hard work of the cast, crew and staff is about to turn
into theatrical magic.
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Theatrical Terminology
The following is a list of basic theatrical terms to get your students familiar with what it takes to put on a
show. This may be very helpful in introducing your students to the genre of drama.
Act: a major division of a play. Acts may be further divided into scenes; may be used to indicate a change in time
or place
protagonist: the leading character or one of the major characters in the play
Antagonist: the character who provides the obstacle to the protagonist’s objective in the play. The antagonist
sets the conflict in motion
Audition: the opportunity to read for a part in a play
Blocking: determining the basic movements of the actors during a play. Some is provided by the playwright; some
developed by actors; but a majority is supplied by director and includes entrances, exits, and crosses
House: the seating area of a theatre, but also the audience itself
Improvisation: A situation in which the actors are provided with background information on the setting and
characters and then spontaneously invent dialogue and action
Monologue: a work written to be spoken by just one person
Playbill: the program that usually gives information about the actors in the show
Principals: the leading or main characters in a play
Role: a part in a play; the character played by an actor
Stage left/right: areas on the stage as seen from the actor’s perspective, as opposed to the house left and right
Type casting: the casting of roles in a play by choosing actors who most closely resemble the physical and
personality description of the characters
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**These are just general theatrical terms
that your students can learn to expand
their vocabulary and knowledge of theatre.
For an extensive list of terms, please Google
“theatrical terms and definitions" and
choose the first website listed or visit the
website listed at the end of this study
guide on the Resources page.

Writing Prompt
“In Germany, the Nazis came for the Communists,
and I didn’t speak up because I wasn’t a Communist.
Then they came for the Jews,
and I didn’t speak up because I wasn’t a Jew.
Then they came for the trade unionist,
and I didn’t speak up because I wasn’t a trade unionist.
Then they came for the Catholics,
and I didn’t speak up because I was a Protestant.
Then they came for me, and by that time,
there was no one left to speak up for me.”
After reading the above poem, respond to the following questions.

Was there ever a time you witnessed discrimination and should have spoken up about it?
What should you do if you or someone you know is a target of intolerance and prejudice?
Rewrite your own version of the poem above describing
what you should do in these circumstances.
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Culture at Terezin
Despite the terrible living conditions
and the constant threat of deportation,
Theresienstadt had a highly developed
cultural life. The distinctiveness of the
camp-ghetto's cultural life lies first in the
activities of thousands of professional
and amateur artists, their concerts,
theatrical performances, artworks, poetry
readings, and above all the composition of
musical works: an outpouring of culture
under unimaginably difficult conditions,
unparalleled in the Nazi camp system.

Information compiled from
sources including:
Simon Wiesenthal Center
www.american.edu
http://www.jewishmuseum.cz/
Holocaust Museum Houston
www.ushmm.org
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Indiana academic State Standards
World History
WH.6.3 Examine the events and developments of the interwar period and their impact on the beginning of WWII including the
impact of WWI on society, the Great Depression, and the rise of totalitarianism.
WH.6.4 Identify the causes and key events of World War II and analyze the impact this war had on the global community.
WH.6.5 Examine the causes, course, and effects of the Holocaust including accounts of camp inmates, survivors, liberators, and perpetrators; and, summarize world responses including the Nuremberg Trials.
WH.7.1 Identify patterns of historical change and duration and construct a representation that illustrates continuity and
change.
WH.7.2 Locate and analyze primary sources and secondary sources related to an event or issue of the past.
WH.7.3 Investigate and interpret multiple causation in analyzing historical actions and analyze cause-and-effect relationships.
WH.7.4 Explain issues and problems of the past by analyzing various interests and viewpoints of the participants involved.
WH.7.5 Use technology in the process of conducting historical research and to present products of historical research.
WH.7.6 Formulate and present a position or course of action on an issue by examining the underlying factors contributing
to that issue and support that position.

Geography and History of the World
GHW.7.2 Analyze the physical and human factors involved in conflicts and violence related to nationalist, racial, ethnic,
religious, economic, political, and/or resource issues in various parts of the world, over time. Assess the human and
physical environmental consequences of the conflicts identified for study.

English Language Arts
9-10.RN.4.2 Analyze various accounts of a subject told in different mediums (e.g., a person’s life story in both print and
multimedia), determining which details are emphasized in each account.
9-10.RN.4.3 Analyze seminal U.S. and world documents of historical and literary significance, including how they address
related themes and concepts.
9-10.RV.3.1 Analyze the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in works of literature, including figurative and
connotative meanings; analyze the impact of specific word choices on meaning and tone, including words with multiple
meanings.
9-10.RV.3.2 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a nonfiction text, including figurative, connotative, and technical meanings; evaluate the effectiveness of specific word choices on meaning and tone (e.g., how the
language of a court opinion differs from that of a newspaper).
9-10.SL.1 Listen actively and adjust the use of spoken language (e.g., conventions, style, vocabulary) to communicate effectively with a variety of audiences and for different purposes.
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Indiana academic State Standards
English Language Arts cont.
9-10.SL.3.1 Integrate multiple sources of information presented in diverse media and formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively,
orally) evaluating the credibility and accuracy of each source.
9-10.ML.1 Critically analyze information found in electronic, print, and mass media used to inform, persuade, entertain, and
transmit culture.
9-10.ML.2.1 Analyze how media include or exclude information from visual and verbal messages to achieve a desired result.
9-10.ML.2.2 Analyze and interpret the changing role of the media over time in focusing the public's attention on events and in
forming their opinions on issues.
11-12.RN.4.2 Synthesize and evaluate multiple sources of information presented in different media or formats as well as in
words in order to address a question or solve a problem.
11-12.RN.4.3 Analyze and synthesize foundational U.S. and world documents of historical and literary significance for their
themes, purposes, and rhetorical features.
11-12.RV.3.2 Analyze the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in works of literature, including figurative and
connotative meanings; analyze the cumulative impact of specific word choices (e.g., imagery, allegory, and symbolism) on
meaning and tone (e.g., how the language evokes a sense of time and place; how it sets a formal or informal tone).
11-12.RV.3.3 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a nonfiction text, including figurative, connotative, and technical meanings; evaluate the cumulative impact of how an author uses and refines the meaning of a key term
or terms over the course of a text.

Interpret figures of speech (e.g., paradox) in context and analyze their role in the text.
11-12.SL.1 Listen actively and adjust the use of spoken language (e.g., conventions, style, vocabulary) to communicate effectively with a variety of audiences and for different purposes.
11-12.SL.3.1 Integrate multiple sources of information presented in diverse media and formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively,
orally) in order to make informed decisions and solve problems, evaluating the credibility and accuracy of each source
and noting any discrepancies among the data.
11-12.ML.1 Critically analyze information found in electronic, print, and mass media used to inform, persuade, entertain, and
transmit culture.
11-12.ML.2.1 Evaluate the intersections and conflicts between visual and verbal messages, and recognize how visual techniques or design elements carry or influence messages in various media.
11-12.ML.2.2 Analyze the impact of the media on the public, including identifying and analyzing rhetorical and logical fallacies.
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THEATRE ETIQUETTE
Seeing a musical presented by the community school of the arts is a unique and exciting experience. All
the members of the production, both cast and crew, work hard to give you a great show. As an audience
member, you also have an important job. You must help the performers give their best performance
possible. You can do this by practicing these rules of theatre etiquette:
• Do laugh when the performance is funny.
• Do applaud when the performance is over. Applause is how you say “Thank you” to the performer. The
actors will bow as you applaud. That is how they say “Thank you for coming.”
• Do stand and applaud if you thought the show was outstanding.
• Don’t forget to turn off your cell phone. A ringing or buzzing phone can be very distracting. It can
also be embarrassing for you if it is your phone that is disrupting the show!
• Don’t text during the performance.
• Make sure to visit the restroom before the production begins.
• Don’t speak or whisper during the performance...whispering is still speaking, so only in an emergency
should whispering occur.
• Remember that the Overture (introductory music) in musical theatre is part of the performance, so
remain silent when the show begins.
• Don’t take pictures during the performance. It can be very distracting to the actors and it can result
in an accident.
• Don’t put your feet up on the seats or kick the seat in front of you.
• Do remain in your seat for the entire performance. If you must leave, exit during intermission. In an
emergency, calmly walk toward the nearest exit.
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Mission

The Community School of the Arts provides arts education and enrichment
with excellence and fiscal responsibility. By making the arts available to all
people, the Community School of the Arts is dedicated to serving the
community through opportunities for creative expression.

Vision

The Community School of the Arts recognizes the arts as an expression of our common culture and the diversity of the human
experience. The CSA presents an interdisciplinary arts program for arts enjoyment, education, and participation in the
visual, literary and performing arts with a commitment to excellence, fiscal responsibility, and availability for all people.

Igniting a community of potential through arts and creativity.

Our Values

Who• diversity
we serve
community • accessibility
• innovation • excellence
Dreamers • Creators • Performers
Serving artists of all ages throughout north-central indiana

What we do
sing • draw • act • Dance • compose • sculpt • compete
Providing opportunities to explore creativity through arts education

Where we are located
beautiful downtown marion
two locations: CSA Main building and Sofie Salin annex
both located on the square

Community School of the ARts • 305 S. Adams, Marion, IN 46952 • 765.662.6263 • info@csa-marion.com
www.csa-marion.com
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